
GPS served...

on the ROCKS 
by Larry Trojak

Above:  X63 provided the excavator operator with exact grade information and 
indications for how high the attenuator is at any given point.

Left:  Greg Anderes, PPM’s project  manager.

On a project which called for remediation of a waterfront and construction 
of a pair of breakwaters, Pacific Pile & Marine (PPM), turned to a Topcon 
X63 3D machine control system for help.  Doing so afforded them a host 

of benefits including: a savings in time, a better degree of  accuracy and a greatly 
reduced risk factor. 

Out With the Old    
     While PPM’s project is, in its most basic sense, a shoreline cleanup, it is far more 
than that.  Contaminated material is being dredged and removed, and the void 
is being capped with clean material. Because the waters in that area can get very 
choppy in rough weather-threatening their capping effort-construction of a pair 
of breakwaters to replace an existing wooden structure was also designed in to 
the cleanup.
     The project was bid with the use of traditional surveying techniques in mind, 
which, says Greg Anderes, PPM’s project manager, generally means having a 
grade person out on the breakwater rocks with a backpack GPS unit.  “That 
worker would set some stakes or establish paint marks to let the operator know 
what the grades were, and where to be able to go and work,” he says.  “It’s not 
the best environment to be working in: our low tides are often at night and it’s a 
steep 1 ½:1 Slope with huge rocks that can be unstable.  We quickly saw that was 
going to be a problem, so we turned to the PPI Group, our area Topcon dealer  
for help.”

Tough and Timely
     Anderes says PPM already owned a Topcon total station and liked it for its ease 
of use and durability, two things which he felt they definitely needed on the 
cleanup job.  “We contacted Collin McCoy, PPI Group’s sales manager and, after 
discussing our needs, he recommended a Topcon X63 3D system.  Two weeks 
later it was being mounted on the Hitachi 270 and only hours after installation 
our operator was using it and raving about it.”
     Because the company actually bid the project—and started it—using 
conventional surveying and machine placement techniques, the impact of 
machine control was immediate.  According to Zach Martin, PPM’s surveyor, in 
addition to the hazards mentioned earlier, the previous method was extremely 
cumbersome.
     “Before we got the Topcon system, I would be out here on the rocks, 
communicating with the excavator operator by radio and spot-checking things 
along the way.  If I did a shot and found an area that needed to come up by two 
feet, I would tell him and he would try to get a two foot rock to place there.  It was 
very time consuming.  Now, with the machine control, he knows at all times right 
where grade is, right where he’s supposed to be.”
     An added benefit, says Martin, is the system’s ability to provide instant as-built 
shots.  “The operator simply places the bucket on the rock that he just set, gets 
those coordinates and downloads them. That frees up both one man and one 
piece of GPS equipment that can now be used somewhere else. That’s a big 
efficiency boost for us.”

Nice Payoff
     By project’s end, PPM will have hauled out about 50,000 cubic yards of 
contaminated material and brought in 50,000 tons of rocks.  Anderes says despite 
tidal schedules and shutdowns for fish runs, machine control has helped keep the 
project on track.
     “Based on what we have been able to do with the Topcon system, I have no 
doubt that it will have paid for itself just on gains we’ve made here at Anacortes.  
And I see it playing a nice role in future projects as well—we couldn’t be happier.”
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